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Get rid of likes on twitter timeline

Twitter sometimes shows you tweets that people you follow like or follow. This extension provides a switch to hide them. Twitter Likes Hider TL;DR While you can block, mute and mute retweets, on occasion Twitter will show you what someone you follow likes or follows, and there is no way to move that. This extension
will hide these as you follow the tweets, and allow you to switch them on and off. Intro You're on Twitter, but you have to make sure that no wrongthink invades the echo chamber? Want to seal the filter bubble even tighter? Do you have all the idiots locked up, the mannequins disabled, and the problematic retweets
prohibited from your food? There is still one more crack in the Twitter dam: sometimes annoying, Twitter will show you what other people in the newsfeed like. Cares? Yes, it is! There you are, deep in harmonious clicktrance, seeing only ideas that make you happy, and then suddenly, Twitter shows you as some wrong
follower, and now your harmony is ruined as you spend the next few hours arguing with strangers on the internet. There is no way to block this either! So far. ** Twitter Likes Hider ** prevents this unfortunate occurrence. Install it and be bothered no more with the likes and preferences of stupid, crazy and evil people!
Note that **Twitter 'Likes' Hider** only works on the main Twitter feed. If you visit a profile and see something horrible that they like, well, you just have to blame yourself, don't you? NB: All of the above was irony, docha I know. Please don't call people you don't agree with idiots, and don't expand political and social
circles! Install Install the extension on Chrome via the Web Store link below, or download/clone the source code to a local directory, and then follow these instructions from Google to install it in your browser as a developer. In the Chrome Web Store: Instructions After installation, the **Twitter Like Hider** icon will be
visible on the right side of the Chrome address bar. It will be active when visiting Twitter, and gray while visiting any other website. Clicking the icon while active will switch the view of pleasant tweets from hidden to visible and back again. To see how many tweets are hidden, hover over the icon. If they hid any tweets, it

will tell you how many. Or it will show: - _Showing all likes_: the extension has been switched to show pleasant tweets. Click the icon to hide them. It is possible to hide other types of Tweets. To change hidden Tweet types, right-click the extension icon and _Options_. A new Chrome tab will open with a list of check
boxes labeled. Check the boxes next to the types of tweets you want to hide: _Likes_, _Likes_, _Retweets_, or _Verified accounts / Blue Check_. Click the _Save_ button to apply the changes. You may need to reload Twitter. Known Bugs - _Twitter Like Hider_ does not work for some users. If it doesn't work for you,
contact me and we can figure it out. I suspect that Twitter has different versions for different countries. - Sometimes targeted tweets aren't hidden, especially if they show a lot at once. Scrolling the page a little, usually hides them. Privacy Policy The Creator of ** Twitter Likes Hider ** has no interest in tracking you. Your
privacy is sacrosanct. No data will be kept, tracked, transferred, sold, marketed, not even coveted in any way, from now until the end of time. Do you have a comment? Question? Feature request? My preference is to create a problem ticket on Github, here: Just click the New Problem button and type away. Open source!
This extension is open source, which means you can see it works on its own and even contributeto the project. More details here: Change Log Bugfix 1.6.1 - The extension only worked for dim background mode. - Other minor fixes: - Announces that Enable debug mode is ON (if so) and informs the user to return it (in
the browser console). - Remove foreign unused variable assignment. New in version 1.6 - Options! Right-click the extension icon, select Options. - This shows a list of types of Twitter Twits that Hider can hide. Check a box to display them, _un_-check a box to hide them. - Options are stored locally on your computer
browser - Expand the types of Twits that can be hidden: - Likes - Follow - Retweeted - Received a response - Answer - Rudimentary troubleshooting or troubleshooting mode, enabled by new options in version 1.5 Twitter made the mistake of showing me as and following Twits again, so I jumped on updating this
immediately to hide new twits. I made it easier to update this in the future and this version should remove the minute-long break before the Twits are hidden If you spend any time on Twitter, you know how frustrating the timeline can be. Every third tweet is an ad, and every tweet after that is something else liked. These
featured tweets actively prevent your carefully curated follow the list. So clean up your newsfeeds once and for all clearing clutter. Ink Drop/Shutterstock.com Here's a quick list of steps that can remove unwanted tweets from your Twitter feed. The option #1. Quit Twitter Altogether This seems to be a radical step, but in
the era fake news and manipulated content, maybe it's not that extreme. After all, there are many other ways to access information streams. You can make use of other RSS-based feeds, such as Buzzsumo, Feedly, or Tiny Tiny RSS. These may not have the same type of ui or features, but you can still digest curated
news options. For those who want a less nuclear option, keep reading; We have three options left. The #2 option. Remove Tweets you don't like from Twitter's Twitter timeline I'm not interested in this option This option requires more personal involvement as opposed to a one-time panacea. You have to go in pleasant
tweets or other unwanted tweets and click the arrow on the right. Then, from the drop-down menu, select the Not interested option. The more you do this, the more Twitter understands that you may just want to see regular tweets in chronological order. After you can see in the image above, you can do this using desktop
web browsers as well. But be aware that this method takes longer to see the results than other methods. Option #3. AdBlock Plus with Element Hiding Helper Screenshot of Adblock Plus Unfortunately, this nifty trick only works for those who use mozilla Firefox web browser. But the benefit is twice thanks to both AdBlock
Plus and Element Hiding Helper. First, AdBlock Plus removes sponsored tweets from your timeline. Then, Element Hiding Helper lets you select an area with a tweet you don't want to see. Element Hiding Helper removes that tweet from view, so all you see is empty space. Element Hiding Helper also works for other
modules. You can also remove Who to Follow, as well as Moments and Trends. Not only that, but you can use it for YouTube and other sites as well. The #4 option. Use Lists as Timeline Instead Create a Twitter list to organize your timeline or make it timeline. A Twitter list is particularly useful if you want to segregate
tweets on the timeline. For example, you can create a dedicated SEO list, as in the image above. Just add all the SEO experts and Twitter accounts to your list and get to see their tweets without noise. List feeds are not immune to retweets, but you won't see any sponsored posts or liked tweets in feeds. It's an air-tight
method to avoid promoted tweets if you want to put in legwork. Pro-tip: Mute Accounts and Words Maybe the most effective way to avoid not only liked tweets, but mentions and all other activities related to a tweet or account you don't like is to move it. Yes, the Mute option on Twitter not only works with your username,
but you can also use it to turn off certain words, phrases, emojis, and hashtags. Disabled usernames and words will no longer appear on the Notifications, Push Notifications, SMS, Email Notifications, Timeline and responses to tweets. They will essentially be gone from your Twitter world! You can turn off usernames,
words, phrases, hashtags, and even emojis on Twitter. If you want to turn off user names, words, phrases, hashtags, or emojis, go to &gt; &gt; Favorites &gt; Safety &gt; Off &gt; Words Off. Then, click the add button to start turning everything off and everyone you don't want to see on your timeline. These are just a few
easy tips to streamline your Twitter experience. But, as I mentioned above, sometimes you just have to wonder if Twitter might be the right platform for you. Read more: find the top hashtags on Twitter Post last update: Saturday May 9, 2020 Note that the blog post below mentioned old Twitter before some changes came
in mid-July 2019. Twitter is stopping this legacy version of Twitter on June 1, 2020, so some of the suggestions below can no longer work. Updated 22 Jul 2019 – I'm regularly looking for this post on Twitter because people often share it, then respond to themselves with some other useful things I've found and that's why
this post keeps getting more! Also check your comments for further suggestions. Updated July 23, 2019 – #NewTwitter means a lot more visits to this post, please consult my dedicated Face Twitter usable post again for more information. Let's get rid of other people like it on Twitter! Known options about so far... the first
seven involve using the Twitter site, the seventh is info sent to me about a phone app. Numbers 2-6 involve solutions to improve the experience on Twitter.com Use 3rd party Twitter site for example Tweetdeck or Dabr AdBlock Plus with Element Hiding Helper (Firefox) UBlock Origin Filter 3a. Chrome Extension: Make
Twitter Great Again 3b. Chrome Extension: Get rid of topics in trend 3c. Chrome Developer tools: Block all RTs (except manual or quote RTs) Try the mute phresets user styles Misssize every tweet with 'I don't like this tweet' Use a list of people you follow as the main version of the timeline app (Nexus 6P) 1. Use the 3rd
part Twitter site for example, Tweetdeck or Dabr Log in either or (will be closing soon) and enjoy a basic ad-free peaceful tweeting experience. Tweetdeck solution suggested by Alexandre in the comments. 2. AdBlock Plus with Element Hiding Helper (Firefox) It's the Hiding Helper element that doesn't lift heavy here,
though AdBlock Plus by itself gets rid of sponsored tweets. Overall, I don't really mind sponsored tweets (I'm happy for Twitter to advertise for me), but I'm not interested in who to follow or trends and additional bolt-on allow me to get rid of that. When you see a tweet that's been inserted into your timeline, because
someone liked it, call Element Hiding Helper. It allows you to select an area that contains offensive (be careful not to select too much, or too little) and remove it from view. It might take a few attempts to catch all the slightly different variants (oh, there are variants!) but I found it to be very successful. You can also delete
Trends, Who to follow the panels around the main timeline and you can remove things inside the timeline too. Here's my page. I got rid of Moments and the Analytics panel. On other pages you see the lack of trends and who to follow... Here's a clip of what I see on my mentions (for privacy I haven't shown any tweets as
some are from blocked accounts). There's a white panel that contains tweets in the middle and two lovely gray clear panes on each side, with nothing in them at all NOTE that doing so can cut other tweets out of the timeline. I found that if I turned this on I might miss the answers, and some of my own tweets
(especially those with pictures) are hidden, so it's worth toggling between pruned and periodic unpruned timelines to check. It's not perfect. 3. UBlock Origin Filter Thanks to an update from Gorhill in the comments below it seems likely that if this tweet does not make it correct on the screen you will see the mangled
instructions. I added a screenshot of the same tweet below embed (some browsers will look both correctly) Annoyed at other peoples likes appearing in your twitter feed? Do you want to use UBlock Orgin? Add this to your filters: data-suggestion-json*=ActivityTweet] It could work with blockers other than Just Ublock, but
they haven't checked. — Glytch (@GlytchTech) April 21, 2018 3a. Chrome Extension: Make Twitter Great Again Hide liked tweets by others in timeline, hide Live Video, promoted tweets and other improvements for Twitter (link) – it seems Opera can use the same apps as Chrome. 3b. Chrome Extension: Get rid of
trending topics Andy (@digitonal) has also shared a tip to get rid of trending topics on Chrome using the Elegant extension to run a custom rule for Twitter. . Trends { display: none; } 3c. Chrome Developer Tools: Block all RTs (except manual RTs or quotes) Nick Douglas wrote a useful post on Lifehacker with
instructions on how to do this for Chrome browser users: disable all retweets on Twitter (March 6, 2018). 4. Try mute phrases option Each suggested tweet has its own type and some people have found success with muting type, which seems to move the tweet. It may not work for everyone and it might depend on which
version of Twitter you are experiencing. Tweet below from @Squiddy (RTed in my timeline @garius), then screenshot if it doesn't appear properly, and copy/text pasteable for good measure. You can jump to the disabled word setting on the desktop here on your mobile will be through the gear icon. See also twitter help
page on Muting who curiously does not mention this. Did you know that muting hidden keywords can greatly improve your twitter experience by removing all the extra junk that appears in No longer like, suggested follows, and so; just tweets and retweets of people you follow. You know, that's how it's supposed to be.
pic.twitter.com/SE4qcUPVpA - Squiddy
(@squiddy_posts) July 21, 2019 For copying and pasting text types are: RankedOrganicTweet, ActivityTweet, suggested_rank_organic_tweet, suggest_sc_tweet, suggest_ranked_timeline_tweet, suggested_grouped_tweet_hashtag, suggest_pyle_tweet
suggested_recycled_tweet_inline, suggested_recycled_tweet_inline, suggest_activity_tweet, suggest_recycled_tweet, suggest_activity, suggest_recap, suggest_who_to_follow, generic_activity_Highlights 5. User Styles - Twitter: Hide the likes in the feed timeline with Elegant Note – read Kyle's comment below (jump to
comment) for information on privacy concerns with Elegant, and an alternative that works with Chrome. I have to admit, I'm not sure what this is. It's the kind of CSS style that you can apply, but I'm afraid I wouldn't know or for that browser (maybe all browsers). I'm unlikely to investigate further as my solution (option 2)
works well, but here's the link and I heard about it. 6. Reject every liked tweet with I don't like this tweet Each tweet has a small arrow in the top right with options in (highlighted in blue below). For these tweets liked one of the options is I don't like this tweet or show me less of this (not seen in the example below because
it's a different type of tweet) – select that and after a few apparent times the annoyance will go away. I don't use this method myself if it causes problems for the person who tweet was liked, but it seems to work, although it takes longer (and one advantage is that it doesn't actually say Twitter doesn't like you while my
favorite method doesn't give any feedback). The image below is illustrative. Because you weren't promoted to me as someone liked this I don't like this option isn't available from the drop-down menu, but that's where you'd find it if you had one of these tweets in the timeline. 7. Use a list of people that you follow as
George's main timeline in the comments below suggested it and has potential! Create a list (give it a nice name, so no one will be bothered when they find that they've been added) add people whose tweets you want to see and then view this list instead of the main timeline. You'll just see tweets from people that you've
added and you won't see any additional tweets that Twitter wants you to know about. Thanks George! 8. App version (Nexus 6P, official Twitter app) If you know of other methods, let's have them. Background I follow over 2,000 people on Twitter, so obviously I don't see each of their tweets, but I can live with that. If I
need to catch up with someone's tweets I can look at their profile. Twitter went through a phase of showing things you lost while I was gone, which was annoying. There is also an option where you can be shown the best tweets rather than simple reverse order timeline. Play ing useless. More recently, Twitter began
sharing, in the main timeline, tweets that other people liked. Ironically, I don't think anyone likes that, I don't like it. Even though some of the tweets are pretty good it really annoys me. Liking or favoring on Twitter was usually a semi-public act, in which you can go and look at someone you like if you want (here are mine: ,
but otherwise they are not surface to the timeline, and now they are. I remember Twitter having a activity tab where it showed what your friends were liking, but it was short-lived. No one has found an option that allows you to stop this off (which is weird, considering that you can select options for almost anything else that
Twitter displays), but here [above] are some suggestions. This pic moved to the end for clarity after I spotted this tweet. Good point well done, I'm pretty talkative. See is 4 paragraphs now
Jeezus. Three paragraphs introduction as a recipe blogger. — Paul Schatz ️ (@pwschatz) April 8, 2018 This post was
mentioned in a Lifehacker post that brought a lot of new visitors, so welcome to the new folk and thanks to Lifehacker
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